Finite orbit Monte-Carlo simulations of ion cyclotron resonant heating (ICRH) scenarios in DIII-D, NSTX and ITER
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Abstract

Iterative simulation results of 5-D finite-orbit Monte-Carlo code ORBIT-RF coupled with 2-D linear full-wave code All-ORDers Spectral Algorithm AORSA are presented. The simulations include quasi-linear and collisional orbit diffusion and reproduce qualitatively experimental observations in spectra and outward spatial shifts of fast-ion $D_\alpha$ radiation signals in DIII-D and NSTX ICRH experiments with neutral-beam injection. This outward shift comes from large orbit drifts of fast ion tails across the magnetic surfaces, which cannot be reproduced when finite drift orbit effect is ignored. Preliminary ORBIT-RF/AORSA simulation for ICRH scenario in ITER appears to average out anisotropic distribution obtained with zero-orbit width. The results suggest that finite-orbit width effect may also be important in modeling ICRH scenario in ITER.
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